Dr. Ambedkar Government Arts College, Vyasarpadi Chennai.

Department of Statistics

Report on Seminar entitled *Opportunities in Data Science* conducted by the Department of Statistics on 26 02. 2020.

The resource person Mr. Srinivasan, Manager, Data analyst, Cognizant Technology Solutions (CTS), Chennai has given motivation to students to do Post Graduation as employees are struggling in MNCs without PG Degree. He also explained the opportunities in Banking sectors, Insurance sectors and Health sectors. He delivered how big Data works in cloud computing and how the natural selection works in Artificial Intelligence (AI).

He also explained that seeking knowledge in Data science will help to get a good salary package. He has compared the domains Darwin's Natural selection and the growth of data science with some video presentations.

Finally, he explained clearly and very passionately answered the questions raised by students. The session ended with vote of thanks by our student.

We conducted intramural competitions like, quiz, poster presentation, logo designing and Stat tunes for our department students. Students actively participated and bagged many prizes. Prizes were distributed on 26.02.2020 by our chief guest.
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